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Introduction
Perturbation theory (PT) is nowadays a standard subject of undergraduate courses on quantum mechanics; its emergence is
however connected to the classical mechanical problem of planetary motion.1 The word “perturbation” stems from Latin “turba,
turbae,” meaning “disturbance.” The name reflects the essence of the general approach, that is, (i) generating a first approximation
by taking into account the dominant effect (e.g., interaction between the planet and the Sun) and (ii) correcting for a comparatively
small disturbance (e.g., interaction with other planets). The correction is calculated in an order-by-order manner, typically
recursively.
The formulation of PT common of our time is linked to Rayleigh2 and Schrödinger.3,4 While the studies of Lord Rayleigh focus
on the classical theory of vibration, the work of Schrödinger marks the beginning of the versatile use of PT in quantum theory.
When applied in the context of the Schrödinger equation, PT relies on the identification of an approximate (zero-order)
Hamiltonian, Ĥ(0) allowing for a solution of its Schrödinger equation, unlike the exact Hamiltonian, Ĥ. The assumption that
Ĥ(0) incorporates the dominant effects is expressed by stating that the operator of perturbation
^ H
^ ð0Þ
V^ ¼ H
is small in some sense. Time-independent and time-dependent PT is a classification often used to distinguish the case where
stationary solutions are looked for from the situation where V^ depends explicitly on time.
Introducing a scaling parameter in the perturbation operator
^
V^ ¼ lW

(1)

the exact solution, for example, the wavefunction is written as a power series
C¼

1
X
ln CðnÞ

(2)

n¼0

Derivation of the PT terms, C(n) usually proceeds via substitution of expansion Eq. (2) into the Schrödinger equation and
collecting terms of the same order. An unusual derivation of the time-independent expressions is given by Davidson and
coworkers,5 who obtain energy terms, E(n) of the expansion
E¼

1
X
ln EðnÞ

(3)

n¼0

based on the Taylor formula
EðnÞ ¼

1 dn E
n! dln

and evaluate derivatives of the secular determinant with respect to l (implying a spectral method for the solution of the Schrödinger
equation). While l introduced in Eq. (1) is often considered an auxiliary tool that eventually gets substituted as l ¼ 1, it has more
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than a formal role when studying convergence, vide infra. In model studies l occasionally gets in fact tuned to facilitate examination
of the PT approximation as a function of perturbation strength.
Most textbooks on quantum mechanics or quantum chemistry include a chapter on perturbation theory, Refs. [6–9] can be
suggested in particular, for a meticulous elaboration. In the following we assume that the reader is already familiar with the
elements of PT and intend to give an advanced level account.
Application of PT for quantum systems has a rich history, comprising for example, treatment of intermolecular
interactions,10,11 relativistic effects,12,13 electron correlation,14–17 anharmonic molecular vibrations,18,19 or the description of
light–matter interaction.20,21 We do not endeavor to cover all these subjects here. The present, concise module resorts to a
general summary of some formal aspects of time-independent PT and a brief presentation of applications for describing electron
correlation in molecular systems. For a broader aspect we refer to the overviews by Killingbeck,22 Kutzelnigg,23 and Killingbeck
and Jolicard.24–26

Time-Independent PT in Quantum Chemistry
Taylor series is just one of the possibilities for generating successive corrections of gradually decreasing importance to an initial
approximation. Terminology “PT” in quantum chemistry in fact covers a wide variety of recursive methods. A brief outline of some
PT techniques is presented in this section. Let us note here, as a point of reference, that the classical Rayleigh–Schrödinger
(RS) theory is that particular PT which yields the (unique) Taylor expansion of the wavefunction and energy of one distinct state.

Targeting a Single State
The partitioning technique advocated by Löwdin in his seminal series of papers entitled “Studies in PT”27–29 allows a comparative
presentation of some classic approaches. Introducing two orthogonal, complementary (hermitian) projectors, Ô and P^ satisfying
^2 ¼ O
^
O
2
P^ ¼ P^
^ + P^ ¼ ^I
O
^ P^ ¼ 0
O
the Schrödinger equation
^ ¼ EC
HC
can be transformed to

(4)

27



^H
^ + T^H
^ OC
^ ¼ E OC
^
^ O
^O
O

(5)

^ + P^ C ¼ C, multiplying Eq. (4) from the left either by Ô or by P,
^ expressing PC
^ from the P-projected
^
equation and
utilizing O
substituting it into the Ô-projected expression. (Note a dichotomy in the notation of the projectors in this field. We adopt the
^ instead of P.)
^ The so-called reduced resolvent, T^ is essentially
convention of Löwdin, but it is common to put P^ instead of Ô and Q
^
^
the inverse of E  H in the space defined by P. It is often written as


P^
(6)
^
EH


 
^ + P^ E  H
^ P^ 1 P.
^ (Note that the value of scalar  is immaterial since
the mathematically correct definition being T^ ¼ P^ O
^
d T=d
 0.) Eq. (5) is an eigenvalue equation of reduced dimension, constructed in the space defined by Ô, the so-called model
^ Significance of Eq.
or reference space. Terminology orthogonal or complementary space is likewise common for the space defined by P.
(5) lies with the fact that the exact energy, E is obtained as eigenvalue, even if operating in the model space. Note, that Eq. (5)
implies an effective Hamiltonian, defined in the model space.
When interested in a single eigenvalue and eigenfunction, one may proceed by choosing Ô as one-dimensional
T^ ¼

^ ¼ jFihFj
O

(7)

F being a normalized, so-called reference function. Supposing intermediate normalization for the exact function, C
hFjCi ¼ 1
projection of Eq. (5) by hFj results in the energy formula

 

^
^ T^HjF
^
E ¼ FjHjF
+ FjH
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Eq. (8) can now be used to generate the Brillouin–Wigner (BW) series of the energy. For this end a partitioning of Ĥ is assumed as
^ ¼H
^ ð0Þ + lW
^
H

(9)

^ ð0Þ F ¼ Eð0Þ F
H

(10)

1
1
1
1 
A^  B^
¼ A^ + A^ B^ A^  B^

(11)


^ + P^ E  H
^ ð0Þ P^
A^ ¼ O

(12)

^ P^
B^ ¼ lP^W

(13)

where Ĥ(0) satisfies the so-called zero-order equation

Utilizing the fundamental operator identity

n  1 times recursively, with

one gets the cumulative BW energy at order n

E

½n
BW

n
D
E X
^ ð0Þ jF +
¼ FjH
li


^ T^ð0Þ W
^
FjW

i1

jF

(14)

i¼1

as an approximation of Eq. (8) (eventually substituting l ¼ 1). (Square brackets in superscript are used throughout for quantities
ð0Þ
summed up to the given order. Round brackets in superscript indicate terms of the given order.) The BW reduced resolvent, T^ is
defined as
ð0Þ
T^ ¼

P^
^
EH

ð0Þ

(15)

in analogy with Eq. (6). The series of Eq. (14) was suggested independently by Brillouin30 and Wigner31 in the 1930s, apparently
both being ignorant of an earlier study by Lennard-Jones.32 An overview of BW theory and its application for the quantum
mechanical many-body (MB) problem has been recently given by Wilson and Hubač.33 Note that Eq. (14) is an implicit equation
½n
for the energy since E  E BW has to be substituted in Eq. (15). Eq. (14) is usually solved by iteration for E[n]
BW.
The RS series can also be obtained based on the ideas above; only it involves a different treatment of the reduced resolvent.
Besides partitioning as Eq. (9) one has to substitute expansion (3) as well into Eq. (6) and generate a power series of T^ in increasing
orders of l. Recursion (11) can be used for this purpose with

^ + P^ Eð0Þ  H
^ ð0Þ P^
A^ ¼ O
^ P^ 
B^ ¼ l P^W

1
X
lj Eð jÞ
j¼1

resulting in the following low-order RS energy terms (having substituted l ¼ 1)


^
Eð1Þ ¼ FjWjF

(16)



ð2Þ
^ R^WjF
^
ERS ¼ FjW

D
E
ð3Þ
^ R^ W
^  Eð1Þ R^WjF
^
ERS ¼ FjW

(18)



D
E

ð4Þ
ð2Þ 
^ R^ W
^  Eð1Þ R^ W
^ R^2 WjF
^
^  Eð1Þ R^WjF
^
 ERS FjW
ERS ¼ FjW

(19)

(17)

The zero-order reduced resolvent, denoted by R^ above, can be written as
R^ ¼

P^
^ ð0Þ
Eð0Þ  H

(20)

Comparing RS and BW energy expressions of the same order (the latter implied in Eq. (14)), RS formulae are apparently more
(n)
complicated, energy terms of order lower than n contributing to E(n)
RS . A systematic generation of ERS starting from
 ð0Þ
n1
^ T^ W
^
FjW
jF is possible following the so-called bracketing technique, vide infra.
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In the framework of partitioning technique, the eigenfunction results as
^
C ¼ F + T^HF

(21)

the formula applying both for BW and RS-PT. Substituting the approximation of T^ pertinent to either BW or RS theory, the
following recursion can be written for the nth-order eigenfunction (n  1)
ð0Þ
ðnÞ
^ ðn1Þ
CBW ¼ T^ WC
BW

(22)

n1

X
ðnÞ
^  Eð1Þ Cðn1Þ 
^ ðniÞ
EðiÞ RC
CRS ¼ R^ W
RS
RS

(23)

i¼2

Note, that the second term on the right hand side of Eq. (23) contributes only for n>2.
Comparing Eqs. (21) and (8) the compact, nonsymmetric, so-called transition formula for the energy


^
E ¼ FjHjC

(24)

is revealed. Utilizing intermediate normalization and the zero-order equation, Eq. (10), the important, fundamental relation
connecting Cðn1Þ and E(n) is obtained as
D
E
^ ðn1Þ
(25)
EðnÞ ¼ FjWjC
2
(2)
Computation of the RS sequence usually proceeds by calculating first C(1)
RS , then ERS based on Eq. (25), followed by CRS , etc. Let
ð0Þ
^
us note again that BW is different in this respect as the approximate energy appearing in T is usually determined by iterating for
[n]
[n]
E[n]
BW of Eq. (14). Eigenfunction CBW is thus determined subsequent to EBW, based on the energy formula, Eq. (24).
Let us note passing that hermiticity of the Hamiltonian was implied in the above considerations. The case of a non-hermitian
operator is considered for example, by Kochanski and Gouyet.34

Targeting Multiple States
Aiming at several solutions of the Schrödinger equation in one shot, one may think of applying the partitioning technique, with a
model space projector of dimension p > 1
p
X
jfi ihfi j

^¼
O

(26)

i¼1

D
E
assuming fi jfj ¼ dij . The model space eigenvalue equation, Eq. (5) remains valid in this case. The effective Hamiltonian,
attributed to Feshbach,35,36 however conserves a state selective feature, since T^ of Eq. (6) involves a single eigenvalue, E.
Introducing a perturbative partitioning of the Hamiltonian and keeping E unexpanded generates a BW-type PT approach for a
p-dimensional model space, but producing a single root of physical significance.33
It is possible to arrive at a genuine multiple state theory by generalizing the ideas of section “Targeting a Single State,” in a
p
manner slightly more involved than expanding E besides C. Let us assume that we are interested in exact eigenstates fCi gi¼1 and
^
have at hand a hermitian projector Ô for which Tr O ¼ p and
^ i ¼ Fi 6¼ 0
OC

i ¼ 1, .. ., p

^
holds. We keep on denoting the orthogonal space as P^ ¼ ^I  O.
Following Bloch,37 let us introduce the wave operator, carrying out the reverse mapping between Fi and Ci, that is,
^ i
Ci ¼ OF

i ¼ 1, . .. , p

(27)

^ operates only in the model space
In Bloch’s approach O
^ ¼O
^O
^
O

(28)

^ P^ ¼ 0. Also, it is assumed that O
^ is a (skew) projector
hence O
^2 ¼ O
^
O

(29)

^ can be
^ ¼O
^O
^ follows. A wave operator obeying Eqs. (27)–(29) does indeed exist. Once Ci are known, O
From the above,X
O



p
1
1
^¼
constructed as O
and
T
jC
iT
F
j
,
with
T
¼
F
jC
being
a
shorthand
for
the
elements
of
the
inverse
matrix.
i
j
ij
i
j
ij
ij
i, j¼1
^ was devised by Mukherjee in a procedure termed energy-independent
A related, matrix representation construction of O
partitioning.38
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^ can be derived by writing the Schrödinger equation for the roots of interest as
An equation for O
^ Ci E i
^ i ¼O
^ OF
H
|ﬄ{zﬄ}

i ¼ 1, . .., p

^ i
HC

^ i ¼ Ci has been utilized, as a consequence of Eqs. (27) and (29). Substituting Eq. (27) on the rhs we arrive at
In the above OC
^H
^ i
^ i ¼O
^ OF
^ OF
H

i ¼ 1, .. ., p

^ we can conclude
Since the above holds for all Fi constituting the domain of O,
^ ¼O
^H
^
^O
^O
H

(30)

a nonlinear equation determining the wave operator.
^ is determined, the exact energies can be recovered based on the Ô space projection of the Schrödinger equation
Once O
^ i ¼ Ei Fi
^H
^ OF
O

i ¼ 1, . .., p

which is an eigenvalue equation of the (non-hermitian) effective Hamiltonian
^
^H
^O
^ eff ¼ O
H

(31)
p
fEi gi¼1

In analogy with section “Targeting a Single State,” Ĥeff of Eq. (31) is defined over space Ô and yields the exact energies,
as
eigenvalues. Model space vectors Fi, fulfilling Eq. (27), are not known a priori; they result as right-hand eigenvectors of Ĥeff. (Note
p
that fFi gi¼1 are in general not orthonormal at difference with fi used in Eq. (26).)
h ð0Þ i
^ ¼ 0, substitution of Eq.
^ ,O
A perturbative strategy for solving Eq. (30) arises if invoking the splitting of Eq. (9). Assuming H
(9) into Eq. (30) yields
h ð0Þ i
^ ¼ lW
^ + lO
^W
^
^O
^O
^ ,O
(32)
H
^ ¼O
^H
^H
^ It is Eq. (32) that is usually designated as the generalized Bloch equation.39–41 The unpartitioned
^ ð0Þ O.
^ ð0Þ O
since O
form, Eq. (30) is occasionally also referred to as the Bloch equation.33 Epithet “generalized” relates to degenerate RS-PT,
formulated by Bloch37 as direct antecedent of the theory. It is usually supposed that zero-order eigenfunctions in the model
space are close lying in energy, giving rise to the terminology of quasi-degenerate PT (QDPT). (Degenerate RS-PT is not
elaborated separately here, it being that special case of Bloch’s QDPT where zero-order model space eigenfunctions are
exactly degenerate.)
Expanding the wave operator as
^¼
O

1
X
^ ðnÞ
ln O

(33)

n¼0

recursion
h

n1
i
X
^ ðiÞ W
^ ðn1Þ +
^ ðnÞ ¼ W
^ ðn1iÞ
^O
^O
^ ð0Þ , O
O
H

(34)

i¼0

follows from Eq. (32), for n  1. The basic equation governing the computation of QDPT terms is Eq. (34), a multistate counterpart
of Eq. (23). Note that QDPT involves a proper Taylor expansion just like RS-PT. The single expansion of the wave operator of
QDPT, Eq. (33) however determines multiple states via Eq. (27). Obviously, QDPT falls back to RS-PT for a one-dimensional
model space, that is, p ¼ 1.
There exists an alternative derivation of QDPT equations due to Van Vleck,42 based on the idea of block diagonalization. Let us
p
start from the orthonormal model space functions, ffi gi¼1 and look for a transformation, denoted by Û, that maps the model space
p
functions in the space of fCi gi¼1 exactly. Any function lying in space P^ is likewise assumed to be transformed by Û to the space
p
orthogonal to fCi gi¼1 . For such an operator Û, the similarity transformed Hamiltonian
^ ¼ U
^U
^
^ 1 H
H

(35)

^ P^ ¼ 0
^H
O

(36)

^ O
^ ¼0
P^H

(37)

^ that is,
produces no coupling between spaces Ô and P,

^ O
^H
^ are exact. Van Vleck’s
In parallel with Bloch’s Ĥeff of Eq. (31), eigenvalues of the p-dimensional effective Hamiltonian, O
effective Hamiltonian (Eq. (35)) is the counterpart of Eq. (30), Û playing the role of the wave operator. This becomes apparent by
^H
^ eff , based on Eqs. (31) and (28).
rewriting the rhs of Eq. (30) as O
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It has to be stressed that the QDPT of Bloch and Van Vleck is not completely equivalent. Van Vleck’s approach is more general in
^ (To avoid inversion of O
^ Eq. (35) is multiplied from the left by Û to show the
the sense that a specific choice for Û yields Bloch’s O.
correspondence to Eq. (30)). Flexibility of the Van Vleck approach derives from the fact that operator Û is not fully defined by Eqs.
(35)–(37). Different supplementary conditions for Û generate different forms of QDPT. In the so-called canonical Van Vleck
^ of Eq. (35) is hermitian. Unitary nature of Û is ensured by the parametrization
theory, Û is unitary; therefore H
^ ¼ eG^
U
where Ĝ is anti-hermitian. Supplementary conditions
^G
^O
^ ¼0
O
^ P^ ¼ 0
P^G
can be introduced to fix the flexibility present in the parent theory. For further insight we refer to the highly comprehensive
comparison by Shavitt and Redmon.43

Interplay of Variation and Perturbation
While PT is mostly formulated and used free from variational considerations, the interplay of the two concepts allows us to draw
some fundamental conclusions.
Let us first subject the conventional starting point of variational approaches, the Rayleigh quotient, to a perturbative analysis.
Following Epstein,44 let us assume that we have an approximation of the wavefunction correct up to O(ln)
C½n ¼ C 

1
X

li CðiÞ ¼ C  w

i¼n + 1

and examine the Rayleigh quotient expressed with C[n]



^ ½n

 
 

C½n jHjC
1
^  Ejw + wjH
^  EjC  wjH
^  Ejw
 ½n ½n  ¼ E   ½n ½n  CjH
C jC
C jC

(38)



Since C and E are exact, the leading order of the second term on the rhs of Eq. (38) is O l2n + 2 , as dictated by
D
E




^  Ejw = C½n jC½n . The energy is hence determined up to O l2n + 1 by a wavefunction correct up to O(ln). Hylleraas,14
wjH
Wigner,31 and Dalgarno and Stewart45 were among the first to recognize this fact, designated usually as “(Wigner’s) 2n + 1 theorem”
or “remainder theorem.” Explicit expression of E(2n) and Eð2n + 1Þ in terms of C(0), . .., C(n) was given by Silverman,46 see also Ref. [9].
At difference with variational approaches, no information is available in general on a PT energy expression bounding the exact
value from above or below. Statements valid under certain circumstances have been possible merely to formulate. As an
illustration, let us examine the Rayleigh quotient of Eq. (38) written for n ¼ 1, following Gray.47 Based on Eqs. (14) and (22)
and assuming intermediate normalization one can write

2
D
E
½3
^ T^ð0Þ WjF
^
½1 ^
½1
EBW + E FjW
CBW jHjC
BW
E ¼
E D

2
½1
½1
CBW jCBW
^ T^ð0Þ WjF
^
1 + FjW

D
E
D
E
^ T^ð0Þ H
^ ð0Þ T^ð0Þ WjF
^
^ T^ð0Þ WjF
^
^ T^ð0Þ
having made recourse to FjW
¼  FjW
+ E FjW


^ T^ð0Þ
itive quantity, 1 + FjW

2

^
WjF

2

^
WjF
. Multiplying by the necessarily pos-

we arrive at
½3

E  EBW
Unfortunately the upper bound property of E[3]
BW holds when the reduced resolvent, Eq. (15) involves the—unknown—exact
energy.
Combination of the variational principle with PT was first examined by Hylleraas,14 who recognized that the first-order
wavefunction can be obtained on variational grounds. Sinanoğlu48 extended this idea by demonstrating that any order of the RS
series can be derived by minimizing a functional that is identified as the appropriate “portion” of the Rayleigh quotient. To show
the essence, let us take the lowest order example. We assume that E(0), C(0), and E(1) are known and wish to find C(1). For this end a
trial function
f ¼ Cð0Þ + lw
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is substituted in the Rayleigh quotient, which is in turn expanded in terms of l to yield9



^
 
fjHjf
¼ E + lEð1Þ + l2 J2 ½w + O l3
hfjfi

where
D
E D
E D
E
^  Eð1Þ jCð0Þ + Cð0Þ jW
^  Eð1Þ jw + wjH
^ ð0Þ  Eð0Þ jw
J2 ½w ¼ wjW
ð1Þ

assuming that C(0) is normalized. Setting the second-order Hylleraas functional, J2[w] stationary yields w ¼ CRS , if imposing
h
i
ð1Þ
ð2Þ
intermediate normalization. Moreover, J2 CRS ¼ ERS .
It is instructive to examine stepping along in this procedure, commonly referred to as “variational PT.” Having determined C(1),
the odd-order energy E(3) is provided, based on the 2n + 1 theorem. When assuming a trial function
ð1Þ

f ¼ Cð0Þ + lCRS + l2 w
it is the fourth-order term of the Rayleigh quotient, which involves w. Stationary condition on the fourth-order Hylleraas functional,
(4)
(5)
J4[w] leads to C(2)
RS and ERS , and ERS is again determined by the 2n + 1 theorem. It then follows that a new term of the RS series of the
wavefunction is always generated by an even-order Hylleraas functional. Determination of the PT terms by variation may offer
computational as well as conceptual advantages, for example, when derivatives of E(n) are sought.
Concluding this section, let us refer to some further important aspects, like relation of the Hylleraas functional to the
Lagrangian,8 extension of the Hylleraas variational principle to excited states,49 generalization of variational PT for a
non-hermitian Hamiltonian,50 introduction of the Taylor expansion in the Hellmann-Feynman theorem,46,51 and combination
of constrained variations with PT.52

Size-Consistency and Extensivity
Size-consistency and extensivity are related but not completely equivalent concepts of quantum chemistry. Size-consistency, as
introduced by Pople,53 demands additivity of the energy over noninteracting subsystems. In analogy with the thermodynamic
notion, Bartlett54,55 introduced the concept of extensivity for quantum chemical methods that provide an energy scaling correctly
with system size. For a system composed of repeating units (e.g., a polymer) correct scaling can be expressed as E∝N as N ! 1,
where N is the number of units. Elucidation of extensivity in the general case requires more subtle considerations.56 Under certain
conditions, size-consistency follows from extensivity, and the reverse relation can also be shown in cases.57,58 For further insight we
refer to the meticulous survey by Nooijen, Shamasundar, and Mukherjee56 and the recent studies by Lyakh,59 Lyakh and Bartlett,60
and Hanrath.61
Application of PT per se does not guarantee neither size-consistency nor extensivity. Some statements can nevertheless be
formulated that are extremely helpful when investigating these attributes.
To examine size-consistency, it is customary to consider a system (AB) composed of two noninteracting parts (A and B),
characterized by the Hamiltonian
^ ðABÞ ¼ H
^ ðAÞ + H
^ ðBÞ
H

(39)

(Note that rigorous definition of supersystem operators involves direct products of subsystem operators, for example,
^ ðABÞ ¼ H
^ ðAÞ^IðBÞ + ^IðAÞH
^ ðBÞ. In Eqs. (39) and (40) a shorthand notation is applied.)
H
Assuming that the zero-order Hamiltonian also reflects the separation
^ ð0Þ ðAÞ + H
^ ð0Þ ðBÞ
^ ð0Þ ðABÞ ¼ H
H

(40)

9

it follows from the mere concept of Taylor series that
ðnÞ

ðnÞ

ðnÞ

ERS ðABÞ ¼ ERS ðAÞ + ERS ðBÞ
that is, the RS energy terms are size-consistent at each order. Note that even RS-PT can violate size-consistency, when the condition
of Eq. (40) is not met. A famous example is the potential size-consistency violation of the Epstein–Nesbet (EN) partitioning,62–64
vide infra.
It is appropriate to note here that multiplicative separability of the wavefunction is incompatible with the concept of order-byorder expansion. Accordingly, the RS wavefunction at a given order does not exhibit a product form over subsystems. Taking the
first-order example, the cumulative wavefunction of the supersystem adopts the form
½1

ð1Þ

ð1Þ

½1

½1

CRS ðABÞ ¼ Cð0Þ ðAÞCð0Þ ðBÞ + CRS ðAÞCð0Þ ðBÞ + Cð0Þ ðAÞCRS ðBÞ 6¼ CRS ðAÞCRS ðBÞ
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(1)
[1]
where the second-order wavefunction term C(1)
RS (A)CRS (B) is obviously missing from CRS (AB), while it is involved in the product
[1]
[1]
CRS (A)CRS (B).
At difference with the RS series, BW-PT is widely known to be violating size-consistency. One reason is that the BW resolvent
induces a coupling between subsystems, even if Eq. (40) holds. This becomes apparent if evaluating the effect of Eq. (15) on a
product state


ð0Þ
ð0Þ
ð0Þ
T^ jF0 ðAÞFi ðBÞi ¼ EðAÞ  E0 ðAÞ + EðBÞ  Ei ðBÞ

1

jF0 ðAÞFi ðBÞi

(41)

where subscript i denotes the i-th eigensolution of Ĥ(0). Contrasting Eq. (41) with the corresponding RS expression
0
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B ð0Þ
C
ð0Þ
ð0Þ
ð0Þ
R^ jF0 ðAÞFi ðBÞi ¼ @E0 ðAÞ  E0 ðAÞ + E0 ðBÞ  Ei ðBÞA jF0 ðAÞFi ðBÞi
|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
0

it is clear that the RS resolvent, Eq. (20) contributes an energy denominator corresponding to system B when an excitation affects
solely system B.
ð0Þ
ð0Þ
Resolvent T^ is not the only source of consistency violation of BW-PT. Replacing each T^ by R^ in the BW expansion is not
sufficient to set BW-PT terms size-consistent. A transparent argument for this is provided by the so-called bracketing procedure65–67
D
E


^ R^W
^ ðn1Þ jF , the bracketing procedure derives E(n)
of RS-PT. Starting from the BW-type term FjW
RS by inserting bracket pairs



l
^ R^W
^ ðn1Þ in all possible ways. The thus obtained terms (contributing to E(n)
hFj:jFi in the operator product W
RS multiplied by (1) ,
where l is the number of inserted bracket pairs) are the so-called renormalization terms of RS-PT. The second term on the rhs of Eq.
(19) for example arises by the following insertion of one pair of brackets
*
+


^ R^ FjW
^ R^WjF
^
^
FjW
R^WjF
(42)
|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
ð2Þ

ERS

To illustrate the role of renormalization terms in guaranteeing size-consistency, let us again take a separation of system AB for
A and B and consider E(4)
RS . Problematic contributions of the BW-type term arise from


^ ðAÞR^ðAÞ W
^ ðBÞ R^ W
^ ðBÞ R^ðAÞW
^ ðAÞ jFðAÞFðBÞ
FðAÞFðBÞj W
(43)


^ ðAÞR^ðAÞ W
^ ðBÞ R^ W
^ ðAÞ R^ðBÞW
^ ðBÞ jFðAÞFðBÞ
+ FðAÞFðBÞj W
(44)
+ fA $ B g

(45)

These are canceled by


ð2Þ
^ ðAÞR^ðAÞ2 W
^ ðAÞjFðAÞ + fA $ Bg
ERS ðBÞ FðAÞjW
with obvious notation for Ŵ(A), R^ðAÞ, and fA $ Bg denoting interchange of A and B in all preceding terms. Cancelation is not
completely trivial as the resolvents in the middle of Eqs. (43)–(45) couple systems A and B at first glance. Relying on the spectral
form of R^ and the identity
 1
+ fa $ bg
½aða + bÞa1 + ½aða + bÞb1 + fa $ bg ¼ a2 b

(46)

it is possible to prove the statement. Formulation and proof of the analog of Eq. (46) at arbitrary order was reported probably first
by Frantz and Mills.68 Let us finally mention that the above example is the simplest case for showing the cancelation of consistency
^  Eð1Þ is
violating terms, though terms involving E(1) on the rhs of Eqs. (18) and (19) may appear simpler. The primary role of W
however to set RS energy terms invariant to a shift of energy origin.67
To prove extensivity, one traditionally relies on a diagrammatic formulation of the theory and demonstrates the linked
nature of energy diagrams. (Manifest system size independence of energy differences, termed size intensivity can likewise be
shown, based on a formulation of the theory in terms of the Green function.69) Extensivity analysis of RS-PT is facilitated by
the diagrammatic elaboration for many-electron systems, termed many-body (MB) PT. Primal proof of the linked diagram
theorem of MBPT is attributed to Brueckner and Goldstone.65,70 For a transparent presentation of the direct connection
between the bracketing theorem and cancelation of unlinked diagrams we refer to Manne71 and the monograph by Shavitt
and Bartlett.67 Diagrammatic formulation and extensivity analysis of QDPT was pioneered by Brandow,72 Lindgren,39,73 and
Kvasnička.40,74
Concluding this section, let us briefly comment on the paradox of wavefunction separability implied by Eq. (39) and the
sensible expectation that C(AB) reflects symmetry properties (e.g., antisymmetry, spin) of the supersystem. Taking antisymmetry as
an example, the paradox can be resolved by starting from a symmetry violating product, C(A)C(B) and showing that in lack of
Coulomb coupling the corresponding energy is invariant to restoring full antisymmetry.9 Such a consistency rooted consideration
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is in principle applicable to any symmetry of the supersystem. Taking the example of unitary group adapted MRPT and spin
symmetry, the paradox has been recently approached from the connectedness perspective by Mukherjee and coworkers.75,76

Convergence
The iterative nature of PT readily raises the question of convergence. Since high-order PT terms are rarely computed in practice,
eventual convergence or divergence of a given series is rather of formal interest. Considerations on convergence at the same time
represent a valuable basis for designing PT approaches of improved performance at low order, vide infra.
From the point of view of convergence, PT problems can be categorized as regular or singular. Regular problems exhibit a
nonvanishing radius of convergence while singular problems do not converge, no matter how small jlj may get. The
one-dimensional harmonic oscillator, perturbed by a quartic potential, is a famous example of the latter type,77 investigated
frequently.78 Numerical studies on large-order PT often find a series with improving approximation up to a given order even if
eventually diverging.79,80 To formalize this phenomenon,81 mathematicians define a series asymptotic to E(l) if the deviation of
N
X
ln EðnÞ from E(l) becomes much smaller than jlN j in the limit l ! 0.
the finite sum
n¼0

A formal criterion for convergence is most easily established for BW-PT, based on Eqs. (11)–(13) as
ð0Þ
^ Pjj
^ <1
jjlT^ W

(47)

Note that condition of Eq. (47) is sufficient but not necessary (the case of unit norm can be either convergent or not). Utility of
ð0Þ
Eq. (47) is suppressed mainly not for this, but for the fact that T^ involves the—unknown—exact energy.
Examining RS-PT, one can profit much of formal statements on complex functions,82 if considering the order parameter of Eq.
(9) as a complex variable, lE. As a consequence of Cauchy’s theorem on complex contour integrals, the radius of convergence of
Eq. (3) is determined by the singularity of E(l) closest to the origin on the complex plane. Let us denote the point of singularity by
0
0
0
l0 . Our system of interest being at l ¼ 1, convergence is obtained if jl j > 1 while jl j < 1 implies divergence. Case jl j ¼ 1 has to be
again investigated on an individual basis. For well-behaving physical problems, E(l) is a continuously differentiable function of l
but for the points, l’ where
 0
 0
E l ¼ Ei l
0

occurs, subscript i referring to states different from the target state. If jl j < 1, degeneracy with state i spoils convergence of Eq. (3) for
the problem of interest. Such a state is called an intruder state.
Searching for an intruder provides a numerical means of convergence check. The procedure implies exploring the spectrum of
Ĥ(l) within the unit disk of the complex plane, focusing on a small energy window around E(l) to detect degeneracies. Such
studies are clearly impractical, calculation of E being prohibitive in even in the single point l ¼ 1 for genuine problems. At the same
time, model studies along this line provide valuable insight into a particular problem.83,84
A somewhat more useful criterion of convergence can be obtained based on the derivation of RS-PT using complex contour
integrals, as put forward by Kato.85–87 Starting from the resolvent or Green operator


^ ð zÞ ¼ z  H
^ 1
G
the exact ground state energy can be expressed as
E0 ¼

þ


1
^ ðzÞ dz
Tr zG
2pi

(48)

C

relying on the spectral form of Ĝ(z) and Cauchy’s formula for the contour integral of a nonanalytic function. (For clarity, this
paragraph resorts to the ground state. Formulation of the convergence criterion for excited states is analogous.) In the above,
C denotes a contour, encircling E0 but not other roots of Ĥ. Taylor series for the energy, Eq. (3) stems from Eq. (48) by introducing
the partitioning, Eq. (9) and applying Eq. (11) to Ĝ(z), with
^ ð0Þ
A^ ¼ z  H
^
B^ ¼ l W
A sufficient criterion for convergence is consequently
^ð0Þ ðzÞjjjjWjj
^ ð0Þ ðzÞWjj
^  jljjjG
^ < 1 , zEC
jjlG
with

^ ð0Þ ðzÞ ¼ z  H
^ ð0Þ
G

1
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Unfortunately, Eq. (49) still refers to the unknown contour, C. To eliminate it, one can express the norm of the zero-order Green
operator as85
ð0Þ

^ ðzÞjj ¼ dðzÞ1
jjG
where
ð0Þ

dðzÞ ¼ minjz  Ei j
i

Altering contour C affects d(z). Obviously, the estimate of Eq. (49) becomes the closest possible when C passes the real axis right
(0)
in the middle between E(0)
0 and E1 , whereby
dðzÞ 

1  ð 0Þ
ð0Þ
E  E0 , zEC
2 1

giving rise to
ð0Þ

ð0Þ

^ < E1  E0
jjWjj
2

(50)

as a sufficient criterion for the convergence of the RS series at l ¼ 1. Condition of Eq. (50) formulates rigorously the vague statement
that the perturbation has to be small for PT to work. Though Eq. (50) is a sufficient but not necessary convergence criterion of the RS
series, it is a general observation that quasi-degeneracy affecting E(0)
0 seriously undermines RS-PT. Historically, this problem was the
very motivation for generalizing Bloch’s degenerate PT for the case where states quasi-degenerate with E(0)
0 are present, vide supra.
ð0Þ
ð0Þ
Let us also point out that the problem caused by E1 ! E0 is already obvious at Eq. (20), the reduced resolvent becoming
^ (Note that subscript 0 of E(0) is suppressed in Eq. (20).) The benefit of Eq. (50) in this respect is stating how
ill-defined in space P.
ð0Þ
ð0Þ
large a difference, E1  E0 guarantees convergence. Numerical check of Eq. (50) is still repressed in practice, for the computa^
tional needs of jjWjj.
It is instructive to comment here on the means by which QDPT avoids the quasi-degeneracy problem of RS-PT. Assuming
^ ð0Þ fi ¼ Eð0Þ fi , the effect of Eq. (34) on model state fi can be written as
H
i
n1
 ð0Þ
X
^ ðnÞ f ¼ W
^ ðiÞ W
^ ðn1Þ f +
^ ðn1iÞ f
^O
^  Eð0Þ O
^O
O
H
i
i
i
i

(51)

i¼0

^ ðnÞ f is fixed by normalization, only the P^ component of O
^ ðnÞ f is to be determined from Eq. (51). This arises upon
^O
As O
i
i
multiplication by the reduced resolvent corresponding to model state i
R^i ¼

P^

(52)

ð0Þ
^ ð0Þ
Ei  H

which is well defined irrespective of the spectrum of Ĥ(0) in space Ô. One can vaguely say that QDPT gets around the quasidegeneracy problem of RS-PT by taking into account the contribution of model space vectors, fj by diagonalization (i.e., the
eigenvalue problem of the effective Hamiltonian of Eq. (31)) instead of PT. Note, however, that any function of the orthogonal
space becoming quasi-degenerate with any function of the model space still deteriorates convergence of QDPT; the intruder state
problem therefore potentially persists. This can be inferred from Eq. (52) or from a more rigorous, complex contour integral-based
analysis.88
Every now and then summation techniques22,81,89,90 are applied to cure a divergent or asymptotically convergent series. Among
these, continued fraction techniques91,92 and the related Padé approximants93–97 appear to be the most popular. Padé’s quadratic
approximants are particularly interesting from the conceptual point of view. A quadratic approximant is expressed with three
polynomials of l: PL(l) of order L, QM(l) of order M, and RN(l) of order N. Coefficients of the polynomials are determined from
the relation
QM ðlÞEðlÞ2  PL ðlÞEðlÞ + RN ðlÞ



O lL + N + M + 2

(53)

Taylor expansion, Eq. (3) is to be calculated for this end, up to order L + N + M + 1 (the constant term of QM being fixed as 1).
Once PL(l), QM(l), and RN(l) are known, Eq. (53) is reordered to yield

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 PL
1
PL2  4QM RN
(54)
S½L=M, N ðlÞ ¼
2 QM
QM
Approximant S[L/M,N](l) exhibits square root branch points. This is at difference with linear approximants which show simple
poles. As the exact E(l) function is known to be affected by square root branch points,81,98,99 the advantage of Eq. (54) over the
power series, Eq. (3) lies with the possibility of mimicking singularities of the appropriate type.
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In case of a poorly behaving original series repartitioning, i.e., redefinition of Ĥ(0) offers an alternative workaround (related to
resummation, vide infra). Selection of Ĥ(0) obviously affects the singularity structure (and consequently convergence) since Ĥ
remains unaltered only at l ¼ 1 by Eq. (9). Repartitioning typically involves a few parameters, introduced in an original Ĥ(0) in a
way that the computational burden associated with the reduced resolvent is not increased, vide infra. Selection of an intruder-safe
Ĥ(0) has been and continues to be a vivid topic of PT. A few exemplars of the rich literature are techniques that focus for example on
singularities of the E(l) surface100–103 or, on the zero-order spectrum at the l ¼ 1 point104–107 or, on minimizing operator
norms.108,109
We note in passing the so-called superconvergent PT put forward by Kolmogorov to improve convergence and its recent
application for bound states in quantum mechanics.110

PT for the Electron Correlation
Description of the stationary states of a many-electron system is a subject that has seen vast application of PT since the very
beginning. Use of the second-quantized formalism facilitated the development of a diagrammatic approach in this field, commonly referred to as many-body PT (MBPT). We do not dwell on the diagrammatic technique here; rather, we refer to the
pioneering paper of Paldus and Čı́žek,66 and the monographs of Lindgren and Morrison41 and Shavitt and Bartlett.67
This section is devoted to some concepts, in a way specific to the application of PT for the many-electron problem. Let us
emphasize that a complete survey of PT methods appeared in this field is not an objective here. Only some of the essential examples
are pointed out below. The interested reader is strongly encouraged to explore further.
We are presently concerned with the so-called electronic Hamiltonian of many-electron systems.9 Introducing a finite set of
b
orthonormal spin-orbitals, fci gN
i¼1 the second-quantized representation of the electronic Hamiltonian reads
^¼
H

Nb
X
i, j¼1

hij ai+ aj +

Nb
1 X
hijjkliai+ aj+ al ak
2 i, j, k, l¼1

(55)

(An elementary knowledge of the second-quantized formalism is assumed in the following, see for example, Surján111 or Shavitt
and Bartlett67 for a deducible introduction.)
In the above, ai+ and ai denote creation/annihilation operators corresponding to orbital ci and the integrals are defined as
*
+
E
X
1D
Zm


jcj
hij ¼  ci jDjcj 
ci j 
2
r m  r
m

and
hijjkli ¼ ci ðx1 Þcj ðx 2 Þj

1
jc ðx1 Þcl ðx2 Þ
jr 1  r 2 j k

Atomic units are assumed and index m refers to nuclei. The so-called electronic structure methods seek eigenvalues and
eigenfunctions of the electronic Hamiltonian of Eq. (55).
Within the mean-field (Hartree–Fock, HF) approximation of electronic structure theory, the wavefunction is approximated as a
single Slater determinant
jHFi ¼ ’N+ e . .. ’2+ ’1+ jvaci
adopting the Longuet-Higgins notation of creation operators. So-called canonical orbitals, ’i are eigenfunctions of the one-electron
operator
F^ ¼

Nb
X

ei ’i+ ’
i

i¼1

termed the Fockian. Orbital energies, ei are the eigenvalues corresponding to ’i. Electron–electron interaction is described in an
average manner in the HF model, introduced via the expression of the Fockian. The HF method is often designated as an
independent electron model, referring to the fact that orbitals arise from an (effective) one-electron operator. Following
Löwdin,112,113 we speak of electron correlation when seeking an approximation beyond HF. (Note that this definition of electron
correlation is somewhat blurred as there exist several versions of the HF model.)

Partitionings
Møller and Plesset114 were the first to apply the plausible partitioning
^ ¼ F^ + W
^
H
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for characterizing electron correlation in atoms and molecules. Choosing the Fockian as zero-order is advantageous, since the full
zero-order solution
^ K ¼ Eð0Þ FK
FF
K

(57)

is provided once the canonical orbitals are determined. (Perturbation parameter is suppressed in this section to simplify notation.)
 
Nb
In the above, FK are determinants built of orbitals ’i. (With the use of Nb spin-orbitals and Ne electrons,
different
Ne
determinants can be constructed.)
In the context of Møller–Plesset (MP) PT the target state is usually the ground
state, the reference function is hence F0 ¼ jHFi,

½1
^
and the cumulative first-order energy is the HF energy: EMP ¼ HFjF^ + WjHF
¼ EHF :
The eigenvalue equation of Eq. (57) facilitates construction of the reduced resolvent of RS-PT, Eq. (20) in spectral form, as
R^¼

X jFK ihFK j
ð0Þ
ð0Þ
K6¼0 E0  EK

(58)



^ L and energy
Whenever R^ is known in spectral form, PT corrections can be expressed with matrix elements WKL ¼ FK jWjF
denominators. Writing determinants, FK ðK 6¼ 0Þ in a form reflecting the excitation pattern with respect to jHFi, for example,
+ +  
FK ¼ Fab
ij ¼ ’b ’a ’j ’i jHFi

(59)

matrix elements WKL can be easily derived based on Wick’s theorem.111 Energy denominators are built of orbital energies, involved
in the excitation from jHFi to FK. In the above case, for example,
ð0Þ

ð0Þ

ð0Þ

DEK ¼ E0  EK

¼ ei + ej  ea  eb

Working out the first nontrivial energy correction, it turns out that only doubly excited determinants of the form of Eq. (59)
contribute, leading to115
ð2Þ

EMP ¼

occ X
virt
1X
jhijjabi  hijjbaij2
4 i, j a, b ei + ej  ea  eb

(60)

where “occ” refers to occupied and “virt” denotes virtual, that is, unoccupied spin-orbitals.
The MP partitioning is among the most widely used electronic structure methods to date,214 thanks to the advantageous features
of size-extensivity, invariance to rotation among degenerate orbitals, good cost per performance at low order, at around the
equilibrium geometry of the ground states of molecules and the availability of derivatives. The MP partitioning got spread in the
quantum chemical literature under the acronyms MP-PT116 and MBPT.16 Formulation based on the unrestricted HF determinant
was pioneered by Pople.117 Extension to the case of restricted open shell HF, considered by Hubač and Čársky118 and Davidson,119
relates to the MR extension discussed in section “Single Reference Versus Multireference.” The same holds for the extended
HF-based PT in the MP partitioning, reported recently by Tsuchimochi and Van Voorhis.120
Once the integrals are expressed in canonical orbitals, computational time of the MP2 energy is proportional to N2occN2virt, as it can be
inferred from Eq. (60). Pulay was among the first to advocate calculation time reduction of MP using localized orbitals.121,122 Assuming
determinants built of localized orbitals, the spectral form of Eq. (58) does not subsist; one therefore has to revert to computing the
^ prescribed by Eq. (20). Favorably, the matrix representation is sparse with
effect of the inverse of the nondiagonal matrix, Eð0Þ  F,
localized orbitals, allowing for time gain via sparse iterative algorithms. At difference with Pulay’s approach, Kapuy investigated using a
diagonal resolvent when working with localized orbitals.123 Kapuy’s method implies redefinition of Ĥ(0), the MP terms are consequently not reproduced. Kapuy’s partitioning was revisited by Head-Gordon,124 with relying on “well localized orbitals with small
off-diagonal Fock-matrix elements,” resulting only in a slight numerical deviation from MP energies.
Since the pioneering work of Pulay, many inventive ideas have appeared for the efficient calculation of MP terms. An atomic
orbital (AO)-based formulation was especially sought after, allowing to get around the N5b scaling integral transformation step.
Almlöf and Häser125,126 suggested a Laplace-transformation-based idea that was followed by Scuseria et al.,127,128 Surján,129 and
Nakai and coworkers.130,131 Combination of the Laplace-transform idea with Monte Carlo evaluation of many dimensional
integrals was investigated by Hirata et al.215 An AO-based biorthogonal formulation was developed by the Scandinavian school.132
An efficient localized orbital-based implementation, exploiting splitting of the Coulomb operator for a short-range and a longrange part was performed by Werner et al.133 In practice, MP energies are rarely computed beyond third order, the cost getting high
and the results being occasionally unreliable, especially with diffuse basis functions.79,80,83
Partitioning of Eq. (56) is not a unique choice for generating corrections to HF by PT. A well-known alternative, suggested by
Epstein134 and Nesbet,135 is
Hð0Þ ¼ Hdiagonal
W ¼ Hoff -diagonal
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Assuming determinants built with canonical orbitals, the second energy in EN partitioning reads
ð2Þ

EEN ¼

occ X
virt
1X
jhijjabi  hijjbaij2
D
E
4 i, j a, b EHF  Fab jHjF
^ ab
ij

(62)

ij

An important feature of the EN partitioning is its matrix representation-based definition, c.f. Eq. (61). Sticking with the
diagonal, off-diagonal splitting, H(0) changes with a transformation of basis, for example, orbital localization. This is the source
of the potential size-consistency violation of the EN partitioning.62–64 A second-quantization-based formulation of the EN
partitioning was given by Kvasnička.136 The EN scheme is by and large less popular than MP. Numerical applications often find
the EN2 energy shooting below the exact (full configuration interaction, FCI) value and an alternating sign pattern of increasing
order corrections.96
The MP and EN partitionings are related by a so-called level-shift.64 (On the basis of determinants, built with canonical
orbitals.) To make this apparent, let us write the eigenvalue equation of the EN zero-order as
ð0Þ

Hð0Þ FK ¼ EK , EN FK
showing that zero-order eigenvectors of MP and EN partitionings are the same, c.f. Eq. (57). Zero-order excitation energies are
related by
ð0Þ

ð0Þ

DEK , EN ¼ DEK , MP + K
where K is the so-called level-shift parameter. Relating the energy denominators as
1
ð0Þ

DEK , EN

¼

1
ð0Þ

EK , MP

1+

K

!1

ð0Þ

EK , MP

makes it transparent, that level-shifting implies an infinite-order partial resummation of the original series. Working out the explicit
form of K and applying the recursion of Eq. (11) (this time for scalars) helps to identify the terms of the MP series summed by
EN2.115
Obviously, EN is not the only possibility for redefining zero-order energies of the MP partitioning. Level-shifting in a general
sense means keeping the zero-order eigenvectors fixed and considering zero-order energies, E(0)
K arbitrary parameters for K 6¼ 0
(0)
(in order to keep the energy origin also fixed). One can then formulate conditions on E(0)
K to achieve a particular goal. Choosing EK
137
to improve convergence has been already alluded to. Heully et al., for example, consider exploiting level-shifts for ensuring sizeconsistency. Improving the performance of low-order energy terms is an alternative goal for which various requirements have been
formulated.138–140 Criterion
@ ½3
E ¼ 0
(63)
ð0Þ
@EK
investigated by Surján et al.139 was shown to yield an infinite-order resummation of MP terms stemming from doubly excited
determinants (DMBPT-1). Resummation of MP terms leading to DMBPT-1 was also reported by Hess and coworkers.141,142
A second-quantized formulation of the underlying Hamiltonian was suggested by Fink.143 It is interesting to note that the DMBPT1 energy correction (equivalent to the linearized coupled-cluster doubles approximation, also known as the simplest coupled
electron pair approximation)
Eð2Þ ¼

2X
ex: 




^ K RKL FL jHjHF
^
HFjHjF

(64)

K, L

where R ¼ A1 with


^ L , K, L : 2
AKL ¼ FK jEHF  HjF

ex:

144

145

(65)

implies a block-diagonal partitioning, as remarked by Kutzelnigg and Davidson. It is also worth to note here that were indices
K, L not restricted to double excitations in Eqs. (64) and (65), the corresponding E[2] would represent a strict lower bound to the
exact (FCI) energy.146
The Unsøld approximation147,148 can also be understood in the context of level-shifts, it corresponding to setting energy
denominators to some average value
ð0Þ

ð0Þ

DEK ¼ DEUnsøld ,

f or all K 6¼ 0

Within the Unsøld approximation the sum over excited states in Eq. (58) can be eliminated, leading to
R^Unsøld ¼

1
ð0Þ
DEUnsøld


^I  jF0 i hF0 jÞ
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Substituting R^Unsøld in RS-PT expressions, PT terms are expressed solely with the expectation value of the powers of the
Hamiltonian, taken with the reference function and DE(0)
Unsøld. The average zero-order excitation energy is often set in a semiem149
pirical manner. Determining DE(0)
the connected moment expansion studied by
Unsøld based on criterion Eq. (63) yields
150,151
Cioslowski.
Let us finally comment on the widely known repartitioning suggested by Feenberg and Goldhammer.152,153 Starting from the
initial splitting of Eq. (9), Feenberg redefined the partitioning by scaling with a single parameter m to obtain
^ ¼
H

1 ^ ð0Þ
^ m H
^ ð0Þ
+ W
H
1m
1m
|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
^ ð0Þ
H

0

^
W

0

Obviously, Feenberg’s repartitioning corresponds to a single parameter scaling of zero-order energy differences according to
0

ð0Þ

DEK ¼

1
ð0Þ
DE
1m K

Feenberg’s criterion for determining parameter m,
0

Eð3Þ ¼ 0
is equivalent to
d ½30
E ¼0
dm

(66)

From this perspective, criterion of Eq. (63) can be regarded as a multiparameter version of Eq. (66). Feenberg’s scaling is
exploited from time to time,154 c.f. Goodson’s scheme for convergence improvement100 or the rationalization of Grimme’s spincomponent scaling.155,156 It appears appropriate to point out here that Feenberg’s scaling does not conserve size-consistency of an
initial partitioning.157
Let us note in passing that the use of the BW variant of PT for molecular electron correlation is rather rare,158 due to sizeconsistency violation.

Single Reference Versus Multireference
Focus was hitherto put on methods that correct a single determinantal initial approximation. Such so-called single reference
approaches can perform well when the determinantal expansion of the exact wavefunction involves just one leading term. The
situation is qualitatively different when there are two or more determinants, dominating the expansion of the exact wavefunction.
It is common to distinguish two types of electron correlation when interpreting such a case. Terminology “static correlation” is used
to refer to the contribution of the determinants of relatively large weight. These are considered essential for a qualitatively correct
approximation. The term “dynamic correlation” designates the contribution of the rest, necessary for quantitative accuracy.
Dynamic correlation typically stems by summing a huge number of relatively small terms. (The notion of static and dynamic
correlation is not defined with mathematical rigor. The description above ignores specification of the underlying orbitals;
moreover, “small,” and “large” are not well specified. Lack of a physical observable allows to formulate static and dynamic
correlation in various ways; they are therefore best regarded as fuzzy concepts.) Numerical experience indicates that starting from a
single determinantal approximation, PT is characteristically incapable to account for static and dynamic correlation at the same
time, the problem commonly manifesting in the form of intruder states.159 This motivated the development of so-called multireference (MR) PT approaches that abandon the use of a single determinant as reference state.
We have seen in section “Partitionings” that choosing the partitioning represents a considerable flexibility for single reference
PT. When stepping to the MR case, QDPT appears as alternative to RS-PT, model space specification bringing extra tunability.
Choosing the zero-order wavefunctions different from simple determinants often adds to the versatility of MRPT. In the following,
some specimens of the extremely rich arsenal of MRPT methods are briefly categorized to provide a basic orientation. The present
account is rather illustrative and it is far from being complete. Overviews by Davidson and Jarze˛cki,160 Malrieu et al.,159 Roos
et al.,161,162 Pariser and Ellinger,163,164 Shavitt,165 and Surján et al.166 give helpful directions for further exploring the literature.
Terminology in the field of MRPT is not completely settled. Here we use acronym MRPT in a general sense, referring to non-single
reference PT.
Let us consider first the application of RS-PT in the MR situation. The starting point is accordingly a single, multideterminantal
function, for example, a multiconfigurational self-consistent field (MCSCF) function, a valence bond type wavefunction or a
coupled-cluster approximation. The common characteristic of such a diverse set of initial functions is the lack of a set of
orthonormal zero-order states in the CI space that would represent eigenfunctions of a plausible zero-order Hamiltonian. This
situation sets a marked difference with single reference theory, where Eq. (57) is comfortably provided. Devising an RS-PT method
in the MR case therefore necessitates
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(i) specifying a zero-order Hamiltonian and
(ii) choosing a basis in the CI space to work with.
Point (ii) may or may not refer to the eigenbasis of Ĥ(0). Working on the basis of the eigenfunctions of Ĥ(0) allows to rely on the
diagonal form of the reduced resolvent, Eq. (58). When this is not the case, the effect of the nondiagonal reduced resolvent, Eq. (20)
has to be evaluated once per order. Regarding the zero-order Hamiltonian, it has to be such that the zero-order equation, Eq. (10) is
fulfilled. In other respect, choice for Ĥ(0) is in principle arbitrary; it however influences the appearance of intruders, sizeconsistency, and extensivity.
Of the partitionings discussed in section “Partitionings,” EN allows for a relatively straightforward extension to the MR case, if
sticking with the diagonal, off-diagonal splitting. To complete the specification of such an MR RS-PT method, one has to establish
the basis where H(0) is diagonal. Starting with a solution of the eigenvalue problem in a subspace of the CI space (e.g., an MCSCF
calculation), roots of this CI problem, supplemented with determinants orthogonal to the subspace, provide an orthonormal set of
functions. This has been exploited often for computing EN corrections.167–170 Starting from a generalized valence bond (GVB)-type
function, Murphy and Messmer,171 Rassolov and coworkers,172 and Surján and coworkers173,174 investigated the performance of
the EN partitioning. Murphy and Messmer generate an orthonormal set of excited functions via so-called internally contracted
excitations, Rassolov et al. construct each and every excited function as antisymmetrized product of two-electron functions while
Surján et al. rely on determinants and a biorthogonal formulation for handling the overlap.
Generalization of the MP partitioning to the MR case typically starts with some kind of an MR mean-field wavefunction and
involves a zero-order Hamiltonian expressed via a Fock operator (or multiple Fock operators). Formulations get diverse at the point
of specifying F^ and Ĥ(0) in particular. Working with

X 
1
Dsr hprjqsi  hprjsqi
fpq ¼ hpq +
2
rs
is a frequent choice, Drs standing for the spin-summed density matrix
X

+
Fjars
ass jF
Dsr ¼
s

p, q, r, s now denoting spatial orbitals. Starting from a complete active space (CAS) wavefunction, the MRMP method put forward by
Hirao,175–177 for example, relies on the orthonormal basis mentioned in the previous paragraph. The zero-order Hamiltonian is
assumed diagonal on this basis, zero-order eigenvalues reading as
X
ð0Þ
DKpp fpp
EK ¼
p

with
DKpp ¼

E
XD
+
FK japs
aps jFK
s

and FK denoting elements of the many-electron basis (either CI roots or determinants). This MRMP formulation can be related to
the MR EN approach of Davidson and Bender167 by level-shift, analogously to the single reference case discussed in section
“Partitionings.”
The CASPT method162,178 developed by Roos and coworkers is an alternative extension of the MP partitioning for the MR case.
It exploits the block-diagonal zero-order Hamiltonian put forward by Wolinsky and Pulay179
^ F^O
^ + P^S F^P^S + P^D F^P^D +
^ ð0Þ ¼ O
H
where P^S is considered the projector of the subspace of single excitations, built via internally contracted functions, generated from
reference F as
E^pq jFi

(67)

with
E^pq ¼

X

+
aps
aqs

s

Projector P^D of the double excitations’ subspace analogously relies on functions
E^rs E^pq jFi

(68)

Functions of Eqs. (67) and (68) may show nonzero overlap, which has to be taken care of either by orthogonalization or by
introducing the overlap in the RS-PT expressions.180
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In the above generalizations of the MP theory, part of the problem solved at zero-order is transferred to the perturbation. This is
in contrast to the single reference case where jHFi is an eigenfunction of F^ and the full Fockian constitutes the zero-order. To
alleviate the discrepancy, Dyall181 suggested including the full active part of the Hamiltonian, according to
^¼
ℱ

core
X
ij

fij E^ij +

virt
X

fab E^ab +

active
X

^
heff
pq Epq +

pq

ab

active


1 X
hpqjrsi E^pr E^qs  dqr E^ps
2 pqrs

i, j, . . ., a, b, . . ., and p, q, . . . standing for core inactive, virtual inactive, and active spatial indices of a CAS model, respectively. The
effective one-particle matrix element of the active part reads
heff
pq ¼ hpq +

core
X

ð2hpijqii  hpijiqiÞ

i

As for the basis in the many-electron space, Dyall relies on internally contracted excitations generated as Eq. (68), divided into
^ corresponding to excitation
subsets based on excitation type. The zero-order Hamiltonian is provided by the diagonal blocks of ℱ,
subspaces. The characteristic feature of Dyall’s suggestion, the inclusion of two-body terms in Ĥ(0), was investigated by Rosta and
Surján, starting from a GVB reference function.182 Rolik and Kállay also include two-body terms in a recent, quasiparticle-based MR
RS-PT formulation.183 Dyall’s zero-order Hamiltonian was simplified by Malrieu when devising the framework termed “n-electron
valence state PT” (NEVPT).184 The guideline of Malrieu’s NEVPT construction is defining smaller blocks than Dyall, based on
excitation class and recognizing that certain blocks are identical apart from a constant shift.
While RS-PT formulations in the MR case largely consider some kind of an MCSCF function as reference, this is not a necessary
prerequisite. As an illustration, we point out some efforts invested into correcting a coupled-cluster function by RS-PT.185–192
Surján and coworkers introduced a framework for correcting a completely arbitrary reference function by PT, termed multiconfigurational PT.174,193,194
Finally, let us comment briefly on the application of the alternative of RS-PT in the MR framework, that is, QDPT. To distinguish
the two types of approaches it is common to refer to the latter as “perturb then diagonalize” and designate the former as
“diagonalize then perturb.” Ironically, while the intruder state problem of single reference theory prompted the use of multiple
reference functions, it remains a serious obstacle when a CAS is considered as model space in QDPT. Solutions to get around the
intruder problem include the application of incomplete model spaces,195,196 intermediate Hamiltonians,159,197–199 and
multipartitioning.200,201 Multipartitioning involves a different splitting of Ĥ for each model function, facilitating avoidance of
^ The concept of intermediate Hamiltonian introduces a
small denominators between any pair of functions from space Ô and P.
subspace of the model space collecting the relevant reference functions. While the intermediate Hamiltonian is built in the entire
model space, only the relevant roots are of physical significance, by construction. The form of Generalized Van Vleck PT advocated
by Hoffmann and coworkers199 and the “static–dynamic–static” framework of Liu and Hoffmann202 represent examples of an
intermediate Hamiltonian theory in a broad sense. So-called state-specific theories can be considered as an extreme of intermediate
theory, targeting a single reference function. The effective Hamiltonian of Feshbach, mentioned in section “Targeting Multiple
States,” can be considered an early example of a state-specific approach. The coupled-cluster inspired PT framework of Mukherjee
and coworkers203–205 serves as a more recent example of this type. Similar to RS-PT, choice for Ĥ(0) and the basis in the CI space are
remarkably diverse in the case of QDPT.105,119,145,206–210 Most RS-PT formulations mentioned in the previous paragraph have been
extended to the QDPT realm, c.f. MRMP,211 CASPT,212 and NEVPT.213
An ideal MRPT approach would exhibit the important properties of intruder-free character, size-extensivity and consistency and
computational economy. It is also desirable for a PT correction to show invariance under orbital rotations that leave the reference
function invariant. We refer to the original articles for the discussion of these properties and resort to mentioning that fulfilling all
criteria appears to be a formidable task. This may partly explain the perpetual emergence of novel approaches in the field of MRPT.
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